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ABSTRACT
As part of a large Hubble Space Telescope investigation aiming at reaching the faintest
stars in the Galactic globular cluster NGC6752, an ACS/WFC field was the subject
of deep optical observations reaching magnitudes as faint as V ∼ 30. In this field we
report the discovery of Bedin I, a dwarf spheroidal galaxy too faint and too close to
the core of NGC6752 for detection in earlier surveys. As it is of broad interest to
complete the census of galaxies in the local Universe, in this Letter we provide the
position of this new object along with preliminary assessments of its main parameters.
Assuming the same reddening as for NGC6752, we estimate a distance modulus of
(m −M)0 = 29.70± 0.13 from the observed red giant branch, i.e., 8.7
+0.5
−0.7Mpc, and
size of ∼840×340pc, about 1/5 the size of the LMC. A comparison of the observed
colour-magnitude diagram with synthetic counterparts that account for the galaxy
distance modulus, reddening and photometric errors, suggests the presence of an old
(∼13 Gyr) and metal poor ([Fe/H]∼−1.3) population. This object is most likely a re-
latively isolated satellite dwarf spheroidal galaxy of the nearby great spiral NGC6744,
or potentially the most distant isolated dwarf spheroidal known with a secure distance.
Key words: dwarf galaxies: individual (Bedin I)
1 INTRODUCTION
New technologies and increasingly deep and wide surveys
have resulted in the recent discovery of numerous dwarf
spheroidal galaxies, principally in the vicinity of the Milky
Way or M31. Only a handful of dwarf spheroidal galaxies
with well established distances appear to be truly isolated.
Cetus lies at 775 kpc from the Milky Way and 680 kpc from
M31 (Whiting, Hau, & Irwin 1999; Lewis et al. 2007), Tu-
⋆ Based on observations with the NASA/ESA Hubble Space Tele-
scope, obtained at the Space Telescope Science Institute, which
is operated by AURA, Inc., under NASA contract NAS 5-26555.
† E-mail: luigi.bedin@oapd.inaf.it
cana is roughly 900 kpc from the Milky Way and 1350 kpc
from M31 (Lavery & Mighell 1992; Saviane et al. 1996),
and KKR25 at about 2Mpc from both spirals is one of the
most isolated (Makarov et al. 2012). The smallest of these
stellar systems can exhibit either complex star formation
histories, or more closely resemble the purely old, ∼10Gyr
populations of the extended globular clusters in M31 (Huxor
et al. 2005; Mackey et al. 2006). Although a number of pos-
sible additional cases are cited in Martinez-Delgado et al.
(2018), the candidates usually lack secure distances, as the
tip of the red giant branch (TRGB) becomes (under most
circumstances) very difficult to measure at distances beyond
4 Mpc, even with Hubble Space Telescope (HST) imagery.
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Any complex history of star formation makes the TRGB
even harder to discern.
Here we report the discovery of one of the most distant,
relatively isolated dwarf spheroidal galaxy with a secure
TRGB distance. We have discovered this object serendip-
itously with extraordinarily deep HST images obtained for
the purpose of investigating the white dwarf cooling se-
quence of the globular cluster NGC6752.
2 OBSERVATIONS
All images for this study were collected with the Wide Field
Channel (WFC) of the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS)
at the focus of the HST under program GO-15096 (PI: Be-
din). Unfortunately, five out of the planned 40 orbits failed
because of poor guide star acquisition and will be reobserved
at a later time. Usable data were collected between Septem-
ber 7 and 18, 2018, and consist of deep exposures of 1270 s
each, 19 in the F814W filter, and 56 in F606W. Note that
this is an astrometric multi-cycle programme, and a sec-
ond epoch (also of 40 orbits) has already been approved
(GO-15491) and scheduled for late 2019. Proper motions
will eventually provide a near perfect field-object decontam-
ination both for NGC6752 members in the foreground, and
for the members of the newly and serendipitously discovered
stellar system in the background, to which we refer hereafter
in this work as Bedin I. This object is worthy of early and
separate publication as it is likely of general interest to the
community as an example of a relatively isolated extragalac-
tic system.
For completeness, Paper III of this series is focused on
the white dwarfs of NGC6752 in this very same ACS/WFC
field, while Paper II deals with multiple stellar populations
detected within NGC6752 in our parallel observations with
the Infra-Red channel (IR) of the Wide Field Camera 3
(WFC3).
3 DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS
All images were pre-processed with the pixel-based correc-
tion for imperfections in the charge transfer efficiency (CTE)
with the method described in Anderson & Bedin (2010).
Photometry and relative positions were obtained with the
software tools described by Anderson et al. (2008). In addi-
tion to solving for positions and fluxes, important diagnostic
parameters were also computed, such as the image-shape pa-
rameter, which quantifies the fraction of light that a source
has outside the predicted point-spread function (PSF). This
is useful for eliminating the faint unresolved galaxies that
tend to plague studies of faint point sources.
The astrometry was registered to International Celes-
tial Reference System (ICRS) using sources in common with
GaiaDR2 (Gaia collaboration 2018) with tabulated proper
motions transformed to the epoch 2018.689826 of HST data,
following the procedures in Bedin & Fontanive (2018).
The photometry was calibrated on the ACS/WFC
Vega-mag system following the procedures given in Bedin
et al. (2005) using encircled energy and zero points avail-
able at STScI.1 For these calibrated magnitudes we will use
the symbols mF606W and mF814W.
The software also corrects for distortion in all the im-
ages and transforms their coordinates to a common reference
frame after removal of cosmic rays and most of the artifacts.
It then combines them to produce stacked images that, at
any location, give sigma-clipped values of the individual val-
ues from pixels of all images at that location.
In Fig. 1 we show a portion of a pseudo-trichromatic
stack containing Bedin I. [Note that we adopted the F814W
images for the red channel, the F606W ones for the blue
channel, and computed a wavelength weighted (blue/red∼3)
average of the two for the green channel.] In these images the
dwarf spheroidal clearly appears. Unfortunately the system
is close to the border of the field, where the depth of the
coverage is lowered by the large dithers strategy employed
for this programme, and its view is incomplete (particularly
in F814W).
We attempted to fit an ellipse to derive the luminosity
profile (Jedrzejewski et al. 1987), however there are several
much brighter foreground stars superimposed on the faint
galaxy. To be able to fit the underlying galaxy, we masked
all contaminating sources by hand as well as all the visible
diffraction spikes. We used the images in the F606W filter,
as they cover a larger area and reach deeper magnitude than
those in F814W. A single Sersic function (Sersic 1963, see
also Graham et al. 2005) was used as model, allowing all pa-
rameters to vary. The final fit gives parameters for Bedin I
listed in Table 1. However, these values should be treated as
indicative, given the level of contamination and the incom-
plete view of the system. Figure 1 show the fitted ellipse at
an extension where the profile drops to zero (in green), and
at the half-luminosity radius (in magenta).
Given the uncertainties of this fit, and the physical
linear edge of the fov, we define the dwarf-galaxy sample
within boxes rather than ellipses. In the left panel of Fig. 2
we show the colour-magnitude diagram (CMD) for all mea-
sured stars within a box of 75′′ × 110′′ containing Bedin I
(grey points), and the closest one to the centre of the sys-
tem, within a 15′′×30′′ box (black points). This CMD shows
clearly a red giant branch (RGB) that appears to end around
mF814W=25.6-25.8. We then defined by-eye a fiducial line
(shown in red) representative of the RGB, extending beyond
the apparent TRGB.
Next, we performed artificial-star tests (ASTs) within
the same box containing Bedin I; these ASTs were per-
formed using the procedures described by Anderson et al.
(2008). Artificial stars were added in a magnitude range
mF814W=20-29 with a flat distribution, with colours that
placed them on the fiducial RGB, to determine complete-
ness and to estimate errors; the resulting CMD for ASTs
is shown in the right panel of Fig. 2 along with the derived
completeness (green line). [Note the rather low completeness
–∼45%– at the TRGB level, because a large fraction of the
area is disturbed by the halos of saturated stars, see Fig. 1.]
1 http://www.stsci.edu/hst/acs/analysis/zeropoints
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Figure 1. A 80′′ × 50′′ portion of the ACS/WFC field containing Bedin I. North is up, East to the left (ICRS coordinates grid in
yellow). Unfortunately, Bedin I is very close to the border of the field of view (fov), where the large dithers gave us an overall incomplete
(particularly in the red filter) and shallower view with respect to the centre of the fov. This portion of the field contains what is available
to us of the new dwarf spheroidal, and extends West to show an adjacent region for comparison. The green ellipse marks the limit to
where Bedin I seems to extend, while the one in magenta denotes the fitted half-light radius (see text).
Table 1. Properties of Bedin I dwarf spheroidal galaxy.
αICRS 19
d:10m:45s.85
δICRS −59
◦:55′:02′′.25
ℓ 336 .◦56365
b −25 .◦60333
re (effective half-light radius) ∼8.3′′ (∼350 pc)
ǫ = a−b
a
0.6
amax-axis ∼20′′ (∼840 pc)
bmax-axis ∼8′′ (∼340 pc)
P.A. 58◦
E(mF606W −mF814W) 0.04
(m −M)0 29.70±0.13
d 8.7+0.5
−0.7 Mpc
mF606W 19.94
MF606W −9.76
µF606W 26.78mag/arcsec
2
4 DISTANCE AND METALLICITY
Based on the data displayed in Fig. 2 we have made a
rough formal estimate of distance and metallicity of this
galaxy. For the distance we employed the TRGB absolute
magnitude-colour relation in the ACS/WFC system by Rizzi
et al. (2007):
M
TRGB
F814W = −4.06 + 0.20[(mF606W −mF814W)TRGB − 1.23]
(1)
An edge detection algorithm with kernel [−1 0 +1] (Sobel
filter, see, e.g., Madore & Freedman 1995) was employed to
determine the TRGB mF814W apparent magnitude, consid-
ering all stars within the 75′′ × 110′′ box containing Bedin I
(black and grey points in Fig. 2). There are about 50 stars
(without accounting for the effect of completeness) in the
upper magnitude bin below mF814W=25.5, that seems to be
approximately the location of the TRGB. With this sample
size, systematic errors on the location of the TRGB using a
Sobel filter are below 0.1 mag (Madore & Freedman 1995).
We have determined the mF814W differential luminosity
function (LF) for the RGB stars with mF814W between ∼23
and 28 mag, in 0.25 mag bins (this width corresponds to 2-
3 times the 1σ photometric error estimated from the ASTs
for mF814W <27.0), and applied our derived completeness
corrections to star counts in each bin.
We then applied the Sobel’s edge-detection algorithm
to this completeness corrected LF; a sharp spike in the fil-
ter output (see middle panel of Fig. 3) marks the position
of TRGB, that we take as the midpoint of the bin corre-
sponding to the spike. We have repeated several times this
procedure by changing the magnitude of the initial point of
the brightest bin by 0.01 mag at a time, and determined
m
TRGB
F814W = 25.70 ± 0.13.
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Figure 2. (Left panel:) CMD of all stars in the region of Bedin I
(grey) and for just those ones closest to its centre (in black, see
text). The fiducial line defined by-eye and used to generate arti-
ficial stars, is displayed in red. (Right panel:) Same CMD but for
the artificial stars in the same regions (using same colour code)
added along the fiducial line (in red). We also show the derived
completeness function (in green), whose values can be read on the
top axis.
As for the TRGB colour to employ in Eq. 1, an his-
togram of the colour distribution (0.1 mag bins) for all stars
with mF814W between 25.53 and 25.83 mag discloses a clear
peak at (mF606W−mF814W)TRGB = 1.22±0.05 that we take
as the galaxy TRGB mean colour.
We assumed a reddening E(B − V )=0.04 as for
NGC6752 (Harris 1996, updated by December 2010), corre-
sponding to AF606W=0.11, AF814W=0.07, following the ex-
tinction law in the ACS/WFC photometric system deter-
mined by Bedin et al. (2005). This gives a dereddened TRGB
colour (mF606W −mF814W)TRGB = 1.18±0.05. By using the
TRGB absolute magnitude calibration of Eq. 1 we obtained
a distance modulus (m−M)0 = 29.70±0.13, corresponding
to a linear distance of about 8.7+0.5
−0.7 Mpc.
Figure 3 also displays a qualitative comparison of
the galaxy CMD with a synthetic counterpart2, obtained
employing scaled-solar BaSTI isochrones (Pietrinferni et
al. 2004) for an age of 13Gyr and [Fe/H]=−1.27. We have
included photometric errors in both mF814W and mF606W as
derived from the ASTs, and shifted the CMD of the syn-
thetic population by (m −M)0 = 29.70, AF606W=0.11 and
AF814W=0.07. The synthetic CMD nicely overlaps with the
observational counterpart. Its colour width is quite compara-
ble with the observed one, and the theoretical TRGB agrees
with the edge detection results. This suggests that, within
2 The number of synthetic stars below the model TRGB is the
same as the number of observed stars below the TRGB as iden-
tified by the edge detection algorithm.
Figure 3. The left and middle panel display, respectively, the
observed LF of the galaxy upper RGB, and the output of the edge
detection algorithm. The position of the TRGB is marked with a
red solid line, while the dotted lines give the uncertainty (see text
for details). The right panel displays the galaxy RGB (symbols
as in Fig. 2) and a synthetic CMD (red squares) for a 13Gyr old,
[Fe/H]=−1.27 population (see text for details).
the current photometric errors, the observed galaxy popu-
lation is quite homogeneous, similar to typical metal poor
globular clusters.
Notably, the CMD resembles that of a number of
M31 dwarf spheroidal galaxies (Martin et al. 2017). It is
unlikely that any new observations might reach the red
clump/horizontal branch, that could contain interesting in-
formation on the system’s age.
5 CONCLUSIONS
We conclude that this object is most likely an isolated dwarf
spheroidal galaxy, but could be associated with NGC6744.
Indeed, NGC6744 has a distance of 9.15±0.40Mpc (Tully et
al. 2013 catalog gives (m−M)0=29.81±0.09), i.e., consistent
with the dwarf within uncertainties, and it is at an angular
distance of about 4 degrees from the dwarf spheroidal (so, at
a minimum distance of ∼650 kpc on the plane of the sky).
The galaxy NGC6744 is a Milky-Way-analog barred spiral
with MV = −21.8
3, a member of the Pavo group, and has a
low luminosity AGN (da Silva et al. 2018).
The size and the estimated ellipticity of Bedin I of-
fer the closest resemblance to the Tucana dwarf spheroidal
galaxy (see e.g., Fraternali et al. 2009). KKR25 is an al-
most identical isolated dwarf system, with similar luminos-
ity (MV ∼ −10.93), ellipticity, and color-magnitude dia-
gram (Makarov et al. 2012). The new system is both too
3 ned.ipac.caltech.edu
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large, and insufficiently compact, to be classified alongside
the extended globular clusters of M31 (Huxor et al. 2005).
At MF606W ∼ −10, the system would be among the more
luminous M 31 dwarf spheroidal galaxies. The half-light ef-
fective radius (re ∼350 pc) and ellipticity place it comfort-
ably among the M31 dwarfs spheroidals (Martin et al. 2017)
and the Milky Way dwarfs (Collins et al. 2014). The sys-
tem also appears to have had a quiet star formation his-
tory, with a red giant branch resembling that of the major-
ity of M31 dwarf spheroidal galaxies (Martin et al. 2017).
The narrow RGB and [Fe/H]=−1.3 admits little internal
production of metals, and our limited sample of sufficiently
well-measured stars show no obvious or sizable population
of AGB or younger stars. Our photometry is too shallow
to reach the horizontal branch, that would provide addi-
tional constraints on both the distance and star formation
history, and such faint magnitudes may be beyond any cur-
rent or contemplated facilities. Considering the isolation of
the system relative to any luminous galaxy, it is curious
that the RGB is extremely narrow, implying little inter-
nal production of metals, suggesting a chemical evolution
closer to that of globular cluster than a fully fledged dwarf
galaxy. We conclude that this system likely formed more
than 10Gyr ago in a “single” burst, and likely experienced
no additional star formation since its formation. The reason-
ably well-determined distance of this system makes it one of
the best candidates for a relatively isolated dwarf spheroidal
galaxy.
As a final remark, it is interesting to compare Bedin I
with the faint dwarf irregular galaxy LV J1157+5638 sat dis-
covered by Makarova et al. (2018). A comparison to Fig. 5
of Makarova et al. (2018) shows that Bedin I is very likely
among the least luminous galaxies known at a distance of
more than 4Mpc. Both systems were discovered serendipi-
tously in deep HST imaging. These two works bode well for
the potential of the High Latitude Survey planned for the
Wide Field Infrared Survey Telescope (WFIRST)4 to reveal
a statistical population of similar objects.
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